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Abstract: Methods of dynamical system analysis were employed to analyze unsteady phenomena in a centrifugal blower. Pressure signals gathered at different control points were decomposed into their Principal Components (PCs) by means of Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA). Certain number of PCs was considered in the analysis based on their statistical correlation. Projection of the original signal onto its PCs allowed to draw the phase trajectory that clearly separated non-stable blower working conditions from its regular operation.
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1 Introduction

1.1 Unstable phenomena in centrifugal compressors

Compressing units (compressors, blowers and fans) are known to have certain limitations in their operational range. At low mass flow rate the machine is prone to enter unstable working conditions, which may lead to severe damage. Therefore, much attention has been devoted to the development of mathematical description of compressor instabilities in the literature. The most dangerous flow instability was named as "surge" [1]. The first, and to date most cited attempt of surge modelling was conducted by Greitzer [2]. In his work, a four-dimensional surge model was developed and later confirmed experimentally [3]. Although the Greitzer model was originally created for axial units, it has been found that the two-dimensional version of this model can be successfully applied to describe the surge phenomenon in centrifugal units [4].

Another remarkable unstable phenomenon is the rotating stall that was first modelled by Moore and Greitzer [5, 6]. This model was further developed by many researchers, including Gravdahl and Egeland [7] and Ishii and Kashiwabara [8]. In the case of centrifugal units, some models have been proposed for particular locations of the rotating stall. Vaneless diffuser rotating stall (VDRS) was modelled by Jansen [9]. The model was subsequently improved by Senoo et al. [10], Abdelhamid and Bertrand [11], and Fink and van den Braembussche [12]. Abdelhamid and Bertrand revealed also that in certain conditions it is possible to initiate the rotating stall that is incepted in the rotor outlet region that propagates towards the rotor. Such a flow structure is usually referred to as abrupt impeller rotating stall (AIRS). Some researchers, including Lenneman and Howard [13], have reported that the rotating stall can be also gradually initiated at the inducer, which is usually associated with the term progressive impeller rotating stall (PIRS). Upstream of the impeller some researchers have reported presence of recirculating flow, usually referred to as inlet recirculation (IR) [14, 15].

1.2 Dynamical analysis of compressing units

Apart from the fact that the most crucial unstable flow structures present in centrifugal units have been named and identified, the overall process of entering unstable regime is still too complex to be fully predicted and modelled. On the other hand, understanding of this mechanism is crucial for efficient machine protection. We wish to be able to identify the moment at which the machine is on the verge of unstable operation in order to avoid entering this dangerous operational range. This need can be addressed by further development of analytical models describing particular flow structures such as the surge, VDRS, AIRS, PIRS, IR and others.

Another approach was suggested by Packard et al. [16] and Takens [17]. It includes analysis of the time series of parameters measured at the experimental stand. The
signal is presented in the phase space constructed from derivatives [16] or by the method of delays [17]. Time series is plotted in the phase space, which reveals cyclic behavior characteristic for particular state of the machine. For example, the phase portrait of the rotating stall was observed by Palomba and Breugelmans [18] and Palomba et al. [19]. Hagino et al. [20] confirmed that this method can be used to predict the surge inception.

Aforementioned methods are strongly affected by signal noise, which have made reading of the phase portrait much disturbed. This situation can be improved by application of the singular value decomposition technique (SVD) proposed by Broomhead and King [21]. This method allows to reduce the dimension of the problem.

Komatsubara and Mizuki [22] applied it to the time series registered in the centrifugal compressor and reconstructed the phase portrait that preserved the nature of the surge cycle. Gu et al. [23] studied two centrifugal compressors to observe how the phase portrait evolved at inception of the unstable phenomena.

### 1.3 Aim of study

The aim of this study is to provide phase portrait reconstruction of the pressure signals gathered at different points close to the surge onset. The phase portrait reconstruction is done with the method known as the principal component analysis (PCA). The intention of such a work is to allow to confirm or deny the applicability of PCA for instability detection and dynamical analysis of the signals.

### 2 Experimental Procedure

#### 2.1 Experimental rig

A single stage centrifugal blower was the object of investigation. Figure 1 presents the cross-section of the blower. The flow entered the rig through the inlet pipe (A) of diameter \( D_{in} = 300 \text{ mm} \). Then, it was accelerated in the Witoszynski nozzle [24] (B) and directed towards the impeller (C). The rotor inlet diameter at the hub equaled \( D_{hub} = 86.3 \text{ mm} \), and the inlet span equaled \( b_1 = 38.9 \text{ mm} \). At the outlet, the diameter and the span equaled \( D_2 = 330 \text{ mm} \) and \( b_2 = 14.5 \text{ mm} \), respectively. The gap between the blade tip and the shroud was maintained constant at \( \delta = 0.8 \text{ mm} \) along the entire blade. Downstream of the rotor, air entered the vaneless diffuser (D). The diffuser outlet diameter was equal to \( D_3 = 476 \text{ mm} \). Afterwards, flow entered the circular volute (E). The volute radius was gradually increasing streamwise from the volute tongue gap of 5 mm towards the outlet pipe of diameter \( D_{out} = 150 \text{ mm} \). A throttling valve was mounted at the end of the outlet pipe. The rotor was driven by an asynchronous AC motor. The blower was designed to operate at ambient inlet conditions. The design point was attained at \( \dot{m} = 0.8 \text{ kg/s} \) and pressure ratio \( PR = 1.12 \). However, in this study, in order to avoid a risk of the impeller damage at surge, the unit was run with slightly lower rotational speed of \( f_{rot} = 100 \text{ Hz} \), with nominal flow rate of \( \dot{m}_n = 0.75 \text{ kg/s} \) and pressure ratio of \( PR = 1.08 \). Rotational speed yielded the impeller tip speed equal to \( u_{tip} = 103 \text{ m/s} \). The impeller had \( z = 23 \) blades.

The test stand was equipped with 2 dynamic subminiature Kulite transducers connected to an Iotech Wavebook 516/E data acquisition system. Transducers were mounted flush to the walls to measure the static pressure at the rotor inlet and at the volute outlet. Gauge positions are presented in Figure 1. Figure 2 presents the overview of the test stand with indication of positions of the gauges.
Position of the throttling valve was described by the dimensionless throttle opening area parameter referred to as TOA. TOA = 100% corresponds to fully opened valve, while TOA = 0% corresponds to fully closed valve. Each measurement contained $2^{21}$ samples gathered with the frequency of 100 kHz.

### 2.2 Singular Spectrum Analysis Technique

The methodology used here is based on Principal Component Analysis (PCA), which is a statistical procedure that uses an orthogonal transformation to convert a set of multivariate observations into a set of linearly correlated variables. However, PCA generally assumes that the data components are independent, but in the case of time series, the values are generally non-independent, and thus an extension of PCA called Singular Spectrum Analysis (SSA) provides a better alternative [25, 26]. SSA is PCA applied to lag versions of a single time series variable. It follows the following four steps [27]:

**Data collection**

The variables measured, in this particular case the pressure, are arranged into $N$-element vectors as $x^i = (x_1^i, x_2^i, \ldots, x_j^i, \ldots, x_N^i)'$ where $i = 1, 2, \ldots, M$ and $j = 1, 2, \ldots, N$.

**Embedding**

Given a window with length $W(1 < W < \frac{N}{2})$ the $W$-time lagged vectors arranged in columns are used to define the trajectory matrix $\tilde{X}$. These vectors are padded with zeros to keep the same vector length as is shown in Equation 1. The embedding matrix $\tilde{X}$ is the representation of the system in a succession of overlapping vectors of the time series by $W$-points.

$$\tilde{X} = \begin{pmatrix} x_1 & x_2 & x_3 & \ldots & x_{w-1} & x_w & x_{w+1} & \ldots & x_{N-w} & x_{N-w+1} & \ldots & x_N \\ x_2 & x_3 & x_4 & \ldots & x_{w+1} & x_{w+2} & x_{w+3} & \ldots & x_{N-w+1} & x_{N-w+2} & \ldots & x_N \\ \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots & \vdots \\ x_N & x_N & x_N & \ldots & 0 & 0 & \ldots & 0 & \ldots & 0 & \ldots & 0 \end{pmatrix}$$

**Decomposition**

The Empirical Orthogonal Functions (EOFs), which represent the principal directions of the system, are calculated by the decomposition into eigenvalues of $\tilde{X}'\tilde{X}$, which is equivalent to a Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). The decomposition into eigenvalues yields $k$-eigenvalues and
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Figure 4: a) Singular value spectra and b) Source signal and sum of its three first principal components at stable working conditions (TOA = 30%) at the blower inlet

Figure 5: a) Singular value spectra and b) Source signal and sum of its three first principal components at stable working conditions (TOA = 30%) at the blower outlet

Reconstruction

The EOFs represent the data as a decomposition of the orthogonal basis functions with a certain percentage of variance of the original signal corresponding to each EOF. The data in $\tilde{X}$ is projected onto the subspace $\mathcal{L}^k$ built by the EOFs and the corresponding Principal Components (PC) [28].

2.3 Phase Portrait Reconstruction

The decomposition into a certain number of PCs of the source signal provides the distribution of the autocorrelated variance among these components.

Projecting the measured data $\tilde{X}$ onto the EOFs matrix yields the corresponding PC matrix $A$, which contains the
variance information distributed among these PCs as is shown in Equation 2.

$$\tilde{A} = \tilde{X}E_X$$  \hspace{1cm} (2)

where $E_X$ are the eigenvectors allocated in columns.

It is now required to reconstruct the original signal data in terms of the new PCs. For this purpose, a matrix which projects the PC’s back onto the new subspace is created. The Reconstructed Components (RCs) are obtained according to Equation 3. For a given set of $k$ indices corresponding to the set of Principal Components, the RCs are obtained by projecting the corresponding PCs onto the EOFs.

$$R_n^k = \frac{1}{W} \sum_{w=1}^{W} A_{n-w}^k E_w^k$$  \hspace{1cm} (3)

where $k$–eigenvectors give the $k^{th}$ RC at $n$–time between $n = 1 \ldots N$, which was embedded in $w$ lagged vectors with the maximum $W$ length.

The variance is distributed into the RCs in a decreasing order from the first components until the last ones.

Figure 6: a) Singular value spectra and b) Source signal and sum of its three first principal components at inlet recirculation (TOA = 20%) at the blower inlet

Figure 7: a) Singular value spectra and b) Source signal and sum of its three first principal components at inlet recirculation (TOA = 20%) at the blower outlet
Therefore, the first RCs contain much more descriptive information of the dynamical system than next ones. By the use of a certain number of RCs, an approximated reconstructed source signal is developed. To analyze the information contained in the RCs and hence find distinguishable information about the different dynamical systems a phase portrait was developed. The SSA methodology was applied for the source signals obtained by different Throttle Opening Area (TOA) for 5%, 10%, 20% and 30%, and the three first RCs of each signal, were used to construct the phase portraits. The singular value approach generates averages of data within the window length. Therefore, the phase portrait can improve their quality due to the RCs considered, and are above the noise floor [21]. The phase portraits constructed by the RCs can be compared with the phase portraits elaborated by the derivations of the source signals. The results obtained by the RCs plots are expected to have a better quality due to their noise reduction.

3 Results

3.1 Machine performance curve

The machine performance curve is presented in Figure 3. For convenience it is presented in dimensionless space with the pressure ratio on the vertical axis and the TOA
parameter on the horizontal one. One can observe the position of the four key points chosen for this analysis: TOA = 30%, which corresponds to the highest pressure ratio, 20%, 10%, and 5%.

For each of these valve positions the signal was decomposed into components by means of the PCA with window length $W = 50$. Such a length was chosen according to the method presented by Komatsubara and Mizuki [22]. It corresponded to frequency close to the blade passing frequency, over which there was no significant energy in the Fourier spectrum.

### 3.2 Decomposition of signal into principal components

Figures 4 – 11 present the results of signal decomposition onto principal components. Each figure consists of two subplots. Subplot (a) presents the normalized singular value versus normalized index, which are calculated following Equation 4, where $\sigma_i$ is the singular value and $i$ are the singular value index. The number of points that define the scree diagram in Figures 4(a) to 11(a) depends on the window length. In this particular case the number...
One should note that the normalized singular value in fact corresponds to the logarithm of the immediacy. Hence, difference in singular value by one order of magnitude means that the immediacy of projection of the component onto the signal is 10 times smaller. In all cases the normalized singular value was dropping very quickly, which reflected the small dimension of the problem. In subplot (b) the sum of first three principal components ($RC_1 + RC_2 + RC_3$) of each signal were compared to the source signal.

### 3.3 Phase portraits

Figure 12 and 13 presents the phase portrait of time series gathered at the inlet and at the outlet respectively. Each plot contains four signals gathered at the key points selected for the analysis. Time series are presented in 3-dimensional space constructed from three first principal components of the signal: $RC_1$, $RC_2$, $RC_3$. 2-dimensional plots represent projection of the phase portrait onto subspaces constructed from different combinations of two components from $RC_1$, $RC_2$, $RC_3$.

### 4 Discussion

#### 4.1 Decomposition of signal into principal components

**TOA = 30% (design conditions)**

Figures 4 and 5 present the decomposition of signals gathered at TOA = 30%. One can observe that at both pressure gauges, the signal was rather flat and PCA resulted in noise reduction. Therefore it is clear that the immediacy of first three components was several orders of magnitude higher than elsewhere. At higher principal components the nor-
Figures 13: Phase portraits of the blower outlet signal on orthonormal basis created from the first three principal components.

The normalized singular value was contained between −5 and −6 at the inlet. At the outlet it was gradually decreasing to around −12.

**TOA = 20% (inlet recirculation)**

Kabalyk et al. [26] conducted spectral studies at the same experimental stand. It was shown therein that at TOA = 20% this machine is affected by the inlet recirculation. Indeed, in Figure 6(b) one can observe two features characteristic for this phenomenon: significant rise of the average pressure and random and instantaneous pressure drops. The second feature is not preserved by any of three first principal components. This confirms suspicion raised by Liśkiewicz et al. [14], that these pressure drops have chaotic character. The values of normalized singular value dropped by one order of magnitude at all PC’s with exception of the first one, which was still close to one. Figure 7 revealed that the only noticeable change in the outlet pressure signal appeared in its average value, which dropped slightly.

**TOA = 10% (pre-surge)**

Figure 8 presents pressure time series gathered at the impeller inlet. Pressure drops associated with the inlet recirculation disappeared and were supplemented with much less intensive but regular oscillations. Figure 8(a) shows that higher signal-to-noise ratio resulted in drop of normalized singular value at higher PC’s by two orders of magnitude. Figure 9 shows much more noticeable pressure oscillations present in the outlet plenum which is in agreement with the Greitzer theorem of the surge phenomenon [2].
TOA = 5% (deep surge)

TOA = 5% corresponds to the lowest throttle opening area at which the measurements were conducted. At this valve position the machine was undoubtedly at deep surge, which was associated with strong noise and oscillations of the machine. One can observe that both inlet and outlet pressure signal reveals strong recurrent oscillations that are well reproduced by the sum of first three principal components.

4.2 Phase portraits

Inlet

Phase trajectory of signal at stable working conditions (TOA = 30%) has a form of slight oscillations around one point. At the inlet recirculation (TOA = 20%) trajectory oscillates with higher amplitude, especially along RC2 and RC3. This tendency continues and at TOA = 10% and TOA = 5% fluctuations in directions RC2 and RC3 continued to increase. Hence, rise of fluctuations in directions RC2 and RC3 can be associated with unstable machine operation. Projection (c) exhibits that in all cases the phase trajectory (RC2,RC3) oscillates around (0,0). However, the oscillation amplitude increases with decreasing TOA indicating appearance of unstable phenomena. Component RC1 at all TOA oscillates slightly around the value of mean pressure attained at given point.

Outlet

Similarly, the first principal component RC1 of the outlet signal reflects the value of mean pressure. The projection in Figure 13(c) shows that components RC2 and RC3 oscillate around (0,0). In this case the amplitude of oscillation remains very small at TOA = 30% (design conditions) and TOA = 20% (inlet recirculation). This demonstrates clearly that at TOA = 20% the instability appeared in the inlet zone only, while the flow remained stable at the outlet. At TOA = 10% the pre-surge phase oscillations caused noticeable rise in fluctuation of these components, while at the deep surge (TOA = 5%) the fluctuations became stronger.

5 Summary

In the presented study the signals were gathered at inlet and outlet zones of the centrifugal blower and subjected to dynamical study by means of principal component analysis. Signal was decomposed into principal components and then projected onto orthogonal space constructed from the first three components. The main conclusions of this work are listed below:

- Plots of normalized singular values have shown that the system had limited dimension and could be accurately represented with only the first few principal components. In this study, the first three components were analyzed.
- First principal component was reproducing the value of the average pressure. Components number two and three have proven to be of great importance in identification of unstable machine performance.
- At the moment of instability onset the phase portrait transformed into limit cycle with strong oscillations in directions of the second and third principal components.
- Transformation of the phase portrait appeared in any type of instability, including inlet recirculation, which has local character, and deep surge, which has global character.
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